between repetitions. Furthermore, time intervals tend to vary both within persons and between persons. Multilevel growth modeling can handle different data sets and fully use all repeaters' information to provide a more complete picture of repeaters' growth trajectories.
The repeaters' score changes over time can be used for quality control of test performance from different perspectives. First, because repeaters are the same examinees taking a test over time, their score changes can be used to evaluate the stability of test performance across administrations. A lack of stability can signal one or more of the issues mentioned at the beginning of the report. Second, repeaters' score changes provide empirical data to evaluate the score reliability by examining test score consistency across forms, across administrations, or over time based on the same examinees, especially when the intervals between repetitions are short. Third, repeaters' score changes provide operational data to evaluate score validity by comparing the growth patterns in a testing program with patterns found in other related testing programs or with related learning theories. Fourth, and finally, a testing program can use repeaters' growth patterns to predict and monitor their performance in future administrations.
The study reported here is based on repeaters' data from the TOEIC Listening and Reading test over a 4-year period from 2010 to 2014. Multilevel growth modeling was used to explore repeaters' test score change patterns. The growth modeling results were used for the quality control of test performance by evaluating the stability, reliability, and validity of test scores and the potential to monitor test performance across administrations.
Methodology Data
The data were collected from the TOEIC Listening and Reading test in a country where English is a foreign language. The test has two sections, Listening and Reading, each consisting of 100 multiple-choice items. For each section, the raw scores range from 0 to 100 and the scale scores from 5 to 495 by increments of 5. Equating is conducted so that scale scores from different administrations or test forms are on the same scale. Therefore the longitudinal scale score data of the same test takers across administrations can be used to explore their score growth trajectories (Castellano & Ho, 2013) . At each administration, a questionnaire is used to collect information on test takers' general background, English learning experience, and test-taking experience.
The test is offered in strictly scheduled monthly administrations in the country, with each administration using one unique test form. The data used in this study include Listening and Reading scale scores and background information of 19,855 test takers who had taken the test six times in 68 administrations in 4 years from 2010 to 2014. The spacing of test taking (in terms of months) varied across test takers. Table 1 shows the distribution of test takers based on the time gaps between adjacent times tested within the 4 years (e.g., between the first and second times and between the second and third times). The table shows that the number of repeaters tended to decrease when the time gap between adjacent repetitions became longer.
Data Preparation
As in a typical multilevel growth analysis (e.g., Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Singer & Willett, 2003) , the repeated measures of each test taker in this study were considered as nested within the person. Therefore the repeaters' data had two levels, with repeated measures, including the scale scores and time-varying background, in multiple test-taking months as the Level 1 variables and unchanged person-level characteristics as the Level 2 variables.
At Level 1, the test taker's scale score in each of the multiple administrations was the dependent variable and the administration time was the independent variable. The Listening scale scores ranged from 105 to 495, with a mean of 334 and a standard deviation of 74. The Reading scale scores ranged from 85 to 495, with a mean of 279 and a standard deviation of 82. The administration time was defined as the amount of time in months that had elapsed from the first time a test taker took the test in the 4 years. The starting month and the spacing of the six test-taking months varied across test takers. For example, if one test taker took the test in January, March, May, August, November, and December in the first year, his or her administration times would be 0, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 11. If another test taker took the test in September and December in the first year, and then took the test in January, May, July, and October in the second year, his or her administration times would be 0, 3, 4, 8, 10, and 13. Therefore the possible administration times ranged from 0 to 47 in months in the 4 years. ,901  2,025  1,921  1,970  2,046  4  2,759  2,420  2,330  2,108  1,886  5  1,031  833  839  842  827  6  1,288  1,314  1,370  1,376  1,396  7  486  570  502  518  529  8  816  795  735  745  711  9  265  308  331  345  378  10  446  484  489  485  569  11  268  258  219  265  307  12  752  486  469  516  764  13  173  129  118  121  180  14  239  191  164  207  275  15  95  92  75  87  130  16  177  126  162  165  180  17  119  65  56  89  115  18  135  92  81  116  174  19  56  42  29  47  75  20  101  72  65  64  103  21  29  37  36  36  68  22  71  45  45  50  88  23  33  25  26  27  54  24  61  42  35  61  66  25  26  18  22  16  27  26  28  25  20  29  42  27  13  9  6  8  22  28  24  19  19  18  34  29  14  11  6  14  16  30  10  11  5  6  14  31  4  6  6  4  5  32  10  4  5  7  5  33  2  5  0  1  3  34  10  3  2  3  3  35  3  4  3  3  2  36  4  2  3  4  2  37  1  0  1  0  2  38  2  0  1  0  3  39  1  0  0  0  2  40  1  0  0  0  3 Note. N = 19,855.
Two types of test takers' background information tended to change across the six times of test taking and had close relations with test takers' scale scores. The first one was the test takers' occupation status, which was based on the survey question "Which of the following best describes your current status" (see Table 2 for the options); the second one was the test takers' daily English use time, which was based on the question "How much time must you use English in your daily life?" (see Table 2 for the options). These two background variables were selected and used as the time-varying independent variables or covariates at Level 1.
Test takers' gender information remained the same, and their educational levels tended to be the same or very similar across the six times of test taking (see Table 2 for the specific educational levels). The examinees' test-taking experience before the first time tested in the 4 years of data collection period was another type of background information. It was based on test takers' responses to the question "Before today, how many times have you taken the test?" at the first time tested in the 4 years (see Table 2 for the options). These three types of background information (i.e., gender, educational level, and test-taking experience) also had close relations with test takers' scale scores, and they were used as the unchanged person-level characteristics at Level 2. Among the five background variables, occupation status, gender, educational level, and test-taking experience were categorical, so dummy coding was conducted for these four background variables. The daily English use time was ordinal, so a Likert scale was used to quantify its values. Table 2 shows the background variables and their codes at Levels 1 and 2. The coding was mainly based on the survey questions' original response options. The test performance patterns of subgroups based on response options were also taken into account for the coding. For example, based on the survey question about test takers' occupation status, the subgroup with missing information tended to have consistent performance compared with other subgroups, so this subgroup was not removed from the sample but rather was coded as a separate subgroup. On the basis of the survey question about test takers' daily English use time, the subgroup who chose "1-10%" and the subgroup who did not choose any option tended to have similar test performance, so these two subgroups were combined and coded as one subgroup for analysis. For the convenience of interpretation, the subgroups with lowest test performance were coded as the reference groups in most cases. For example, the subgroup of full-time employed for the occupation status background was coded as the reference group; the subgroup choosing the option of vocational/technical high school for the educational level was coded as the reference group.
Preliminary Analyses
Some descriptive analyses were conducted to explore the nature and idiosyncrasies of the repeaters' growth trajectories before the multilevel growth modeling was used. On the basis of the observation of some randomly selected repeaters' scores across repetitions, the scores tended to increase over time, but the rate of increase slowed gradually, with a substantial variation across individuals. Although the starting month and the spacing of the six test-taking months varied across test takers, each repeater had scores at six time points in the 0-47 administration months over 4 years. To show the score change trend at the group level over time, we computed repeaters' scale score means at each of the 48 time points based on the data available at each administration time, and then plotted the score means over time (i.e., months). Figure 1 shows the plots of the observed score means for Listening and Reading. The plots show that repeaters' scale score means tended to increase over time, but the increasing rate tended to decrease gradually. Therefore the preliminary analyses based on both individual and group data suggest a nonlinear growth model for repeaters' score changes for both Listening and Reading. The relationships between test takers' scale scores and their background variables were also explored in the preliminary analyses.
Multilevel Growth Modeling
Multilevel growth modeling was used to explore the repeaters' score change patterns, with examinees' repeated measures at Level 1 and person-level characteristics at Level 2. On the basis of the preliminary analyses of repeaters' score changes and the relations between examinees' scores and their background information, different models were explored and results were evaluated in terms of model fit, growth parameter estimation, variance estimation, and test performance prediction. Following the suggestions by Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) and Singer and Willett (2003) on model building, the analyses started with simple growth models and then used the step-up strategy to include more growth parameters and background variables based on promising submodels. Specifically, four types of models were used in this study (see the appendix for the statistical specifications of the four models).
Unconditional Means Model
As the simplest model, the unconditional means model does not include any predictors and does not describe the score change over time. However, this model partitions the total score variation into the within-person variation at Level 1 and the between-person variation at Level 2. It helps determine whether there is sufficient variation to warrant further analysis at each level.
Linear Growth Model
This model includes the linear TIME predictor in the Level 1 model. Assuming a constant rate of score change over time, this model estimates the repeaters' average score change per month. It also estimates the between-person variation in the rate of score change.
Quadratic Growth Model
Assuming the rate of score change is not constant over time, this model includes both the linear TIME predictor and the quadratic TIME 2 predictor in the Level 1 model. The linear growth parameter estimates the instantaneous or initial rate of change. The quadratic parameter estimates the acceleration in the growth trajectory.
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Conditional Quadratic Growth Model
This model includes test takers' background variables in the quadratic growth model, so that the impact of examinees' background on their score growth trajectory can be examined.
The analyses first explored the repeaters' growth trajectories by evaluating different growth models without including any background variables. When necessary, polynomial models with higher degrees (e.g., cubic growth model by including the cubic TIME 3 predictor) were explored and examined. After the most appropriate growth model was identified, the time-varying background variables were added in the Level 1 model, and the person-level background variables were added in the Level 2 models, so their impacts on examinees' test scores and growth parameters could be examined.
Model Validation
The data of the other 1,861 examinees who had taken the test 12 times in the same 4 years were used to validate the repeaters' growth models, which were selected based on the original data of 19,855 examinees. The models, parameter estimates, and the impacts of background variables were compared to evaluate the validity of the models.
Results
In this section, we first summarize the results from the unconditional means model, which can provide baseline information for further analysis. Then we present the modeling results based on the linear, quadratic, and cubic growth models, followed by the results from the conditional growth model, which include background variables in both Level 1 and Level 2 models. We close the section by evaluating the validity of the model identified from the study.
Unconditional Means Model
Listening
On the basis of the unconditional means model for Listening scores (see Table 3 ), the estimated grand mean of all repeaters' scores across the six administration times in the study was 333.75. The Level 1 variance estimate was 1,242.78, and the Level 2 variance estimate was 4,267.24, which indicates that much more score variation came from the between-person variation (77%) than the over-time within-person variation (23%). However, both the withinperson variation (S.D. = 35.25) and the between-person variation (S.D. = 65.32) in the test scores were large enough to warrant further analysis. Therefore predictors at both levels would be necessary to explore the variation of the test scores.
Reading
On the basis of the unconditional means model for Reading scores (see Table 4 ), the grand mean estimate was 279.30, and 81% of the test score variation came from the between-person variation. Both the within-person variation (S.D. = 36.17) and the between-person variation (S.D. = 73.98) in Reading scores were large enough to warrant further analysis.
These results were based on the unconditional means model with the assumption of homogeneity of Level 1 variance across times. The likelihood ratio test suggests that the Level 1 variance was not homogeneous for both Listening and Reading scores. However, the estimation of fixed effects and their standard errors was robust to the violation of this assumption (Kasim & Raudenbush, 1998) . A general estimate of Level 1 variance was needed in further analysis to estimate the variance explained by Level 1 predictors. Therefore results from the unconditional means model with the assumption of homogeneity of Level 1 variance were used for this study. Although both the within-person variation and the between-person variation in the test scores were sufficient to warrant further analysis, we first focused on the withinperson variation by including growth parameters and time-varying background variables in the Level 1 model in the following analyses. 
Linear Growth Model
Listening
On the basis of the results from the linear growth model for Listening scores (see Table 5 ), the repeaters' average initial score at the first administration time was 316.50, and their scores increased on average by 1.58 points per month in the 4 years of the data collection period. However, there were substantial between-individual variations in both the initial status and increase rate. Specifically, 95% of the repeaters' initial scores were in the range of 316.50 ± 1.96 * √ 4592.59 = (183.67, 449.33), and 95% of the repeaters' score growth rates were in the range of 1.58 ± 1.96 * √ 1.49 = (−.81, 3.97). In addition, there was a slight negative correlation (−.26) between examinees' initial status and growth rate. Compared with the unconditional means model, the estimated Level 1 residual variance decreased by (1,242.78-920.26)/1,242.78 = 26%. Therefore 26% of the within-person variation in Listening scores was associated with the linear TIME, but a substantial amount of variance still remained unexplained at Level 1, and more predictors needed to be included in the Level 1 model.
Reading
On the basis of the linear growth model for Reading scores (see Table 6 ), the repeaters' average initial score was 262.33, with 95% of the initial scores in the range of (115.76, 408.90) ; the repeaters' scores increased on average by 1.55 points per month, with 95% of the growth rates in the range of (−.88, 3.98). A slight negative correlation (−.15) between examinees' initial score and growth rate was also found in Reading scores. Compared with the unconditional means model, about 25% of the within-person variation in Reading scores was associated with the linear TIME. Again, a substantial 
Quadratic Growth Model
Listening
On the basis of the quadratic growth model for Listening scores (see Table 7 ), on average, the estimated initial score was 312.16, the initial growth rate was 2.83, and acceleration was −.04. The statistically significant negative mean acceleration indicates that repeaters improved their scores at a decreasing rate over time. However, there still were substantial interindividual variations in the initial score, initial growth rate, and acceleration, with 95% of the growth parameters in the ranges of (178.90, 445.42), (−1.89, 7.55), and (−.13, −.05), respectively. There was a slight negative correlation (−.20) between examinees' initial status and initial growth rate but a strong negative correlation between initial growth rate and 
Reading
On the basis of the quadratic growth modeling results for Reading scores (Table 8) , the estimated initial score, initial growth rate, and acceleration were 258.74, 2.59, and −.04, with 95% of the growth parameters in the ranges of (111.99, 405.49), (−2.28, 7.46), and (−.14, .06), respectively. A slight negative correlation between examinees' initial status and initial growth rate (−.12) and a strong negative correlation between initial growth rate and acceleration (−.94) were also found in Reading scores. Compared with the linear growth model, 3% more within-person variation in Reading scores was associated with the addition of the quadratic parameter. Again, there was still a substantial amount of unexplained variance at Level 1.
Cubic Growth Model
To explore the repeaters' score growth trajectories, the cubic growth parameter TIME 3 was added in the Level 1 quadratic growth model. The results from the cubic growth models for Listening and Reading scores are presented in Tables 9 and  10 , respectively. Compared with the quadratic growth modeling results, 1% and 2% more within-person variation in Listening and Reading scores, respectively, was associated with the addition of the cubic parameter. On the basis of the cubic model, all the growth parameters, except for the initial score, were fixed with no interindividual variations for both Listening and Reading scores, which is not consistent with what we found in the preliminary analyses and other models. It seems implausible that the linear, quadratic, and cubic growth parameters were invariant across individual examinees. It is very possible that there were not enough data for the cubic model to produce accurate chisquare statistics for the variances of the parameter estimates (e.g., the chi-square statistics were based on only 1,672 of 19,855 examinees). On the basis of the model fit statistics, the deviance drop was substantially smaller than the deviance drop from the linear growth model to the quadratic model and the deviance drop from the linear growth model to the unconditional means model. To further evaluate model fit, at each of the 0-47 administration time points, we computed repeaters' fitted score means based on individual growth trajectories and then plotted the fitted score means over time based on both quadratic and cubic models. Figures 2 and 3 show the plots of observed score means and fitted score means based on the two models for Listening and Reading, respectively. On the basis of the plots, the two models had very similar model fit with the observed data, except at the last four time points, where the cubic growth trajectories were slightly better than the quadratic growth trajectories.
On the basis of the growth parameter estimates, fit statistics, and the principle of parsimony in statistical modeling, the quadratic growth model was considered to be the appropriate growth model in this study.
Conditional Quadratic Growth Model
The quadratic growth model was selected to describe repeaters' score change patterns over time for both Listening and Reading. However, the examinees' background might have an impact on their score change patterns. Therefore two timevarying background variables, current occupation and daily English use time, were added in the Level 1 quadratic growth model, and three person-level background variables, gender, educational level, and test-taking experience, were added as predictors in the Level 2 models for the growth parameters. The two time-varying background variables were first separately added in the Level 1 model and their impacts on examinees' scores over time were evaluated; after the important time-varying background variables were selected to remain in the Level 1 model, the three person-level background variables were added in the Level 2 models to evaluate their impacts on the growth parameters.
Listening
On the basis of the model fit statistics, fixed effect coefficients, and the principle of parsimony in statistical modeling, the time-varying background variable daily English use time was selected to remain in the Level 1 quadratic model; the person-level background variables gender and test-taking experience remained in the Level 2 models for all three growth parameters (i.e., initial status, initial growth rate, and acceleration), and educational level remained in the Level 2 model only for the initial status. Table 11 shows the results from the final conditional quadratic model for Listening scores. On the basis of the model, the examinees' background variables had significant impacts on their Listening score growth trajectories. For example, for the initial status, women had higher average scores than men; examinees with vocational/technical high school education had lower average score than examinees with all other educational levels; and examinees without previous test-taking experience had lower average scores than examinees with experience. The examinees' scores tended to increase with their daily English use time. For score growth rate, women had lower initial growth rates than men; examinees without test-taking experience had higher initial growth rate than examinees with experience; and both gender and test-taking experience had impacts on the acceleration of the score growth.
Reading
Similar to the modeling results for Listening scores, the variable daily English use time was selected to remain in the Level 1 quadratic model for Reading scores. However, the variable gender remained only in the models for the initial status and initial growth rate, the variable educational level remained only in the model for the initial status, and the variable test-taking experience remained in the models for all three growth parameters. background variables had similar impacts on their Reading score growth trajectories, except that gender did not have an impact on the acceleration of the Reading score growth. For both Listening and Reading scores, the conditional quadratic growth model fit better than the quadratic growth model based on the deviance statistics. However, the examinees' initial growth rates still had very strong negative relations with acceleration over time (−.95 for Listening and −.94 for Reading). In addition, there were still substantial betweenindividual variations in the growth trajectories, which include examinees' initial status, initial growth rate, and acceleration over time.
Model Validation
The data of another group of 1,861 examinees who had taken the test 12 times in the same 4 years were used to examine the validity of the selected quadratic growth models (results are not presented in this report). A comparison of the linear, quadratic, and cubic growth models for the new group's Listening and Reading scores found that the quadratic model was the most appropriate model. The average initial score, initial growth rate, and acceleration based on 1,861 examinees were consistent with the growth parameters based on the 19,855 examinees. The strong negative correlation between initial growth rate and acceleration also remained consistent between the two samples.
When the conditional quadratic growth models based on the data of the 19,855 examinees were applied to the new group's Listening and Reading scores, the association of examinees' background variables with their growth trajectories remained similar.
Discussion
It is an important part of quality control for a testing program to monitor test performance across administrations, and various methods and procedures have been proposed for this purpose (von Davier, 2012) . The existence of the same examinees who repeat the test in different administrations provides data to evaluate test performance over time. A testing program can use repeaters' data across administrations to examine score change patterns and then use these patterns to monitor test performance over time. This study used multilevel growth modeling to analyze a balanced but unfixed data set in which all examinees repeated the same number of test administrations but with variable intervals between test takings. The definition of TIME as the number of months that had elapsed from the first time tested and the use of equated scores from different administrations and forms put all examinees in the same framework for growth modeling analysis.
On the basis of the unconditional means model, the test scores varied much more among different examinees than they varied over time within persons. The within-person score variation in the 4 years was close to the standard error of score difference (i.e., 35; see Educational Testing Service [ETS], 2013) for each of the Listening and Reading sections in the TOEIC Listening and Reading test, which indicates the stability of test performance over time.
On the basis of the linear growth modeling results, the constant growth rate over time for both Listening and Reading was small, with about a 1.6 score point increase per month, which suggests the stability of repeaters' scores over time. However, as expected, the between-person variations in both initial status and growth rate were large: Individuals began at different proficiency levels, and they made progress at different rates. Although the linear growth model fit much better than the unconditional means model, a substantial proportion of within-person score variation still remained unrelated to the linear TIME predictor. In addition, a closer look at the plots of observed score means and fitted score means suggested that repeaters' scores did not increase at a constant rate, especially at the very beginning (i.e., from the first to the second times) and later times of testing. Therefore the linear growth model might describe repeaters' growth trajectories in the earlier times of testing (except for the first repetition) but may not account for the changing growth rate in their long-term score change patterns.
The quadratic growth model uses a linear parameter to estimate the initial growth rate at the very beginning and a quadratic parameter to estimate acceleration over time. The quadratic modeling results indicate that the repeaters' scores tended to increase more in their earlier repetitions, but the increase rate declined gradually over time. The repeater's growth trajectories based on the data in this study were consistent with the repeater score change patterns found in other testing programs, such as the TOEFL ® test (Wilson, 1987) , the SAT ® I test (Nathan & Camara, 1998) , and the GRE ® General test (Rock & Werts, 1979) .
The quadratic growth modeling yielded slight negative correlations between examinees' initial status and initial growth rate, which means that examinees with lower initial scores tended to have somewhat higher growth rates in their early times of testing. This finding was consistent with previous studies (Nathan & Camara, 1998; Wei & Morgan, 2016; Wilson, 1987; Yang et al., 2011) . The relatively low negative correlations may be related to the repeater group composition in this study. Only 22.35% of the repeaters had never taken the test before. In other words, the majority of repeaters had taken the test at least once before the data collection period for this study, and the initial scores were not really their first-time scores in their test-taking experience. Accordingly, their initial scores in the data collection period did not show strong relations with their score changes. However, the quadratic growth modeling produced a very strong negative correlation between repeaters' initial growth rate and acceleration, which means that the examinees with lower initial growth rate tended to have higher acceleration over the growth trajectory. The quadratic growth modeling can easily find this repeater score change pattern, but descriptive and simple analyses often ignored the pattern.
The negative acceleration parameter estimate in the quadratic growth model suggests that the increase rate would decline over time. At what point in time would scores no longer exhibit any significant increase? The repeaters' fitted mean score plots based on individual growth trajectories did not show how the score increase rate changed over time. over time for Listening and Reading, respectively. The plots based on the quadratic growth function showed that the mean score growth rate changed from positive to negative in the 34th month for Listening and in the 37th month for Reading. It is probably unreasonable to believe that repeaters' scores would increase in the earlier times but decrease in the later times in 4 years. The cubic growth function showed that repeaters' scores increased faster in the earlier time, then increased slowly in the middle, and finally increased faster again in the later time. It seems that such a cubic growth trajectory is consistent with the general learning curve with plateau phase for many skills. Comparing the average quadratic and cubic growth trajectories with the observed means plots found that both models worked equally well for most of the time points, but the cubic model fit better with the observed data in the last few administration months for both Listening and Reading. Additional longitudinal data with more times of testing may provide stronger empirical evidence for the cubic growth model. However, the quadratic model was selected in this study based on the principle of parsimony in statistical modeling and the convenience in interpretation of growth parameters. Compared with the cubic model, the quadratic growth parameters are much easier to interpret for repeaters' score change patterns in the testing program. This is particularly true when examinees' background variables were included in the growth models. The growth modeling results have important implications for the testing program. For the quality control of test performance, the repeaters' score change patterns can be used for the evaluation of the TOEIC Listening and Reading test scores from different perspectives. From a reliability perspective, the stability of repeaters' scores was a strong indicator of a high reliability of test scores across administrations, across forms, and over time. Reliability refers to the extent to which test scores are consistent across forms or occasions of testing. Therefore a testing program can evaluate test score reliability by examining form-to-form differences or differences in performance over time (ETS, 2014) . The existence of many repeaters across administrations in the TOEIC Listening and Reading test provides empirical data to evaluate the consistency of test scores across forms and over time. The linear, quadratic, and cubic models in this study found very small monthly score increases. After taking account of the skill improvement due to learning or maturation, the test scores can be considered as consistent across forms and testing occasions.
From a validity perspective, the growth modeling results provided empirical evidence based on the relations of test scores to other variables. For validity evidence, the patterns of association between test scores and other variables should be consistent with theoretical expectations (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 2014). This study included TIME and examinees' backgrounds as "other variables." The relations of TOEIC Listening and Reading test scores to these variables were consistent with related experience, theory, and previous studies. For example, (a) the repeaters' score growth trajectories (i.e., the relations of test scores to TIME) on the TOEIC were consistent with the repeaters' score change patterns found in other popular testing programs (e.g., TOEFL, GRE, and SAT), (b) the cubic growth trajectories (i.e., the relations of test scores to TIME) were consistent with the general learning curve for many skills, (c) the examinees' score increases with their daily English use time was consistent with language learning experience, and (d) the impact of examinees' educational level on their scores was consistent with English education experience. From the test users' perspective, the gradual and stable score increase patterns supported the claim that TOEIC Listening and Reading test scores are suitable for measurement of progress in English proficiency over time. The small monthly growth rate reflected the stability of test scores, which supports the validity of the test scores for the intended use over time (von Davier, 2012) . The increasing trend in test scores over time reflected repeaters' performance growth due to maturation and learning. Therefore test users can use TOEIC Listening and Reading test scores to evaluate English learning and training progress. In addition, the growth modeling results may help test takers or test users make decisions about retesting and learning strategies. For example, examinees with no previous test-taking experience tended to obtain lower scores than examinees with experience, but their scores increased more at the next testing. This may indicate that test takers can improve test scores by being familiar with the test and by retaking the test. Also, because examinees' scores increased with their daily English use time, one effective way to improve test scores is to use English more often in daily life. Furthermore, it is not unusual for English learners to make rapid progress at the beginning, then make slow or even little progress, and finally make apparent progress again if they keep learning. It may be helpful to know this learning curve for English learning and training.
The testing program can also use repeaters' growth modeling results to predict their performance on future administrations. The growth modeling results indicate that (a) the repeaters' fitted score means based on the models were consistent with their observed score means and (b) the growth parameters based on two different samples were very close to each other. This suggests that growth modeling is very promising for predicting repeaters' score means at the group level, which is consistent with findings from other studies (Wei, 2013; Wei & Qu, 2014) . Therefore we can monitor test performance by comparing repeaters' observed and predicted score means. If repeaters' observed growth patterns are very different from the expected growth patterns, the testing program needs to investigate the inconsistency and find underlying reasons for it, such as population changes, scoring mistakes, or security breaches.
However, the testing program should be careful when making a judgment for an individual test taker. At the individual level, this study found that about 30% of score variance could be predicted based on the quadratic models. There were substantial individual variations in the growth trajectories, which is consistent with the findings of other studies (e.g., Wei & Morgan, 2016; Yang et al., 2011; Zhang, 2008) . Therefore it is difficult to accurately predict individual repeaters' test scores. It is misleading to use the average growth trajectories to make a judgment about an individual's score change pattern.
To explore the individual variations in the group's growth trajectories, we have at least two ways to distinguish different growth patterns. One way is to use observed covariates to identify different patterns based on observed subgroups, as we did in this study. For example, adding the covariate test-taking experience helped us distinguish growth patterns for examinees without any test-taking experience and examinees with experience. More observed covariates can be included in the models to distinguish different patterns in future studies. The other way is to let the data distinguish growth patterns based on latent or underlying subgroups. Future studies can use latent class or mixture modeling methods to explore different latent score change patterns in the observed repeaters' data (e.g., Wei, 2016) .
Conclusions
On the basis of the multilevel growth modeling analysis of the TOEIC Listening and Reading test scores of 19,855 examinees who had taken the test six times in 4 years, this study found that (a) examinees' scores increased with repeated testing; (b) examinees' score increase rates were higher in the early repetitions, then gradually dropped over time; (c) examinees without previous test-taking experience tended to have lower initial scores and higher initial increase rates, and their score increase rates tended to drop faster over time; (d) examinees' educational background had a significant relationship with their initial scores but had little association with their score increase rates; and (e) examinees' gender had some relationship to their initial scores and increase rates. The results suggest that multilevel growth modeling analysis can be used to evaluate test performance across administrations by exploring repeaters' score change patterns over time. Furthermore, growth modeling results support the reliability and validity of the TOEIC scores. The results also indicate that TOEIC scores can be used to evaluate English learning or training progress. π 1i = β 10 + r 1i , π 2i = β 20 + r 2i , where the linear component, π 1i , is the instantaneous growth rate for examinee i at the first administration time; the quadratic component, π 2i , is the acceleration in the growth trajectory; β 00 , β 10 , and β 20 are the mean intercept, mean instantaneous growth rate, and mean acceleration of the population, respectively; and r 0i , r 1i , and r 2i are the deviations of examinee i's trajectory from the mean growth trajectory of the population in terms of initial status, instantaneous growth rate, and acceleration, respectively, with a variance-covariance matrix: Find other ETS-published reports by searching the ETS ReSEARCHER database at http://search.ets.org/researcher/
